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Abstract: Traditionally, it is believed that feedback has had little impact on increasing capacity.
This is mainly due to Shannon's original result on feedback capacity, where he showed that
feedback cannot increase the capacity in point-to-point communication links. Hence the use of
feedback has been so far limited to improving the reliability of communication, usually in the
form of ARQ.
In this talk, I will present a promising role of feedback in networks. What we have shown is that
when there are two interfering point-to-point links, not only can feedback increase capacity of
each link, but it can in fact provide an unbounded increase in capacity as the signal-to-noise ratio
of the links increases. In the process of deriving this conclusion, we characterize the feedback
capacity of the two-user Gaussian interference channel to within 2 bits/s/Hz.
Furthermore, I will show the gain of using feedback even when feedback cost is taken into
consideration. Specifically, we demonstrate that one bit of feedback can provide a capacity
increase of more than one bit, possibly an arbitrary large number of bits. Finally, I will make a
connection between our feedback problem and many other problems in communications. We
believe that a deep understanding of this connection will provide significant ramifications on a
wide variety of network research.
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